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2018,Designer are according to the design style of the "i" , the new 

launch  mini LED "i" desk Lamps, Dimmable  Home Lamp Touch Intelligent  

Control, 3Level Dimmer (White/Black) 

 

New mini led " i "desk lamp 
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Product  Parameters: 

Product material: ABS  

Product model: HT-i-DL 

Dimming switch: 3 gear touch Intelligent dimming 

Product power: 4W 

Number of led chip: 36 LED trip 

Power input: DC 5V 

Charging Duration:About 4h 

Available Time:4-5h(full charged) 

Product weight: 350g 

Product brightness: 420LM 

Product size: 139 x 139 x 195mm                 

Package content: desk lamp power line instruction manual 

Power supply: CE EMC RoSH 
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Product Description: 

1.  The lamp has a built-in touch type dimmer, and the finger can touch the 

light and light the light and dim the light. Short press the touch area to turn 

on/off the lamp and switch between different light modes (white light,warm 

light,natural light,off);Long press the touch area to adjust the brightness of 

the lamp.Brightness can be adjusted from bright to dark or from dark to 

bright.Turn the lamp on again after turning off the light, and the light will 

record the brightness adjusted during the last use. 

 

Choose between  different color temperatures:3000K,4500K,6500K; get the 

perfect illumination with 3 brightness levels for each light mode. It can be 
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matched with the dimming switch  and use the dimming function of the lamp 

to meet the brightness requirements of any occasion  

 

2.  The lamp head can be rotated to Max.40°to achieve multi-angle of 

illumination. And the lamp has no glare and stroboscopic as well as gentle 

and eye-protecting. 

 

3.   Power is supplied by an internal rechargeable battery, by an external 

voltage, or through the Micro USB host.With a 1200mA lithium battery 

inside. It usually takes about 4 hours to reach a full charge , and then can last 

4-5h illumination. Over charge charging may cause damage to the battery. 
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The indicator light reads red when charging,and then turns green after a full 

charge. 

                       
With USB cable,can be charged with USB interface of PC, Charger Baby and power 

adapter etc. 
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When the light becomes dim, please charge it instead of using so as to 

protect the battery, please charge it at least once every month to prolong the 

battery life.  The light source of this lamp is irreplaceable.  When the light 

source reaches its end of life,the lamp is out of sevice. 
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